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Abstract 
Spinrad, J., Pa-trees and substitution decomposition, Discrete Applied Mathematics 39 ( 1992) 263 291. 
This paper introduces a new data structure called a Pa-tree, and uscs the data structure as part of an 
algorithm to find the substitution decomposition fa graph in O(rtta(rtt.rt)) time. 
In this paper, we introduce a new data structure, which will be called a &-tree. 
This work is based on the earlier work on cotrees, as developed 
Stewart [5]. 
&-tree of a 
O(tm(tn, n)) 
graph. 
We will first design a linear time algorithm 
graph. We then show that the &tree can be 
algorithm to find the substitution, or modular, 
by Corneil, Per1 and 
for constructing a 
used to develop an 
decomposition of a 
Background definitions 
A graph G = (V, E) consists of a finite set V of vertices, and a finite set EC_ C/X I/ 
of edges. The graphs considered in this paper are simple, and contain no self loops. 
The symbol n will denote 1 YJ , and m will be 1 El. 
N(v), also called the neighborhood of v, is the set {w E V 1 (v, w) E E ). For a set 
of vertices S, N(S)={we V-S( IVES, (v, w)EF~ 
For any vertex v, we define nonadj(v) to be V-N(v) - {v}. 
A P4 in a graph G = (V, E) is an induced path on four vertices from V; i.e., 
P4 = (a, b), (b,c), (c,d), where the edges (a, c), (a,d), (b,d) are not in E. 
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ville, TN 37235, USA. 
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A graph which does not contain any instance of P4 is called a cograph [‘VI. We 
will develop an algorithm which can be thought of as an extension of the algorirhms 
given in [S] for cographs. 
A cograph G has a unique tree representation called a cotree. Vertices of the 
graph correspond to leaves of the cotree. Every internal node is labeled 1 or 0, and 
no internal node has the same label as its parent. Two vertices are adjacent in G if 
and only if the paths from the corresponding vertices to the root meet at a node 
labeled 1. A cotree and the corresponding cograph are shown in Fig. 1. 
A linear time algorithm for recognizing a cograph and cohzstructing a cotree is 
presented in [5]. We will use the cotree construction algorithm as a subroutine in 
this paper. We rely on several properties of the algorithm in [S]. The cotree 
construction algorithm is incremental in the sense that vertices are processed one at 
a time; the algorithm takes a cograph G with cotree T and a new vertex x, and in 
Q(/N(x)l) time does the following: 
(a) determines whether G Ux is a cograph; 
(b) if GUx is a cograph, constructs the cotree for GUx; 
(c) if G Ux is not a cograph, outputs an induced P4 in G Ux. 
A module (also called an autonomous set [ 171 or partitive set [IO]) is a subset M 
of V which is indistinguishable to tfv vertices outside of M. More formally, M is 
a module if for every u E V-M one of the following conditions holds: 
(i) (u, v) E E for every u EM, 
(ii) (u, v) $ E for every u EM. 
A module is nontrivial if 1 < 1 MI c 1 VI. 
A $et of vertices X agrees on a set of vertices Y if X forms a module in the graph 
induced by X and Y. We note that X may agree on Y, while Y does not agree on X. 
There are three distinct types of modules: parallel, series, and neighborhood. 
Parallel modules are characterized by the property that the subgraph induced by ver- 
tices of the module is not connected. A module is a series module if the subgraph 
induced by vertices of the moduie is not co~~piement connected. In a neighborhood 
module, the subgraph induced by the vertices of the moduie is both connected and 
compiement connected. 
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Substitution decomposition refers to the process whereby an entire graph is 
decomposed; at any stage of the process, the current subgraph being decomposed 
is a module of the original graph. Each of these subgraphs is decomposed recursive- 
ly. The process continues until all the subgraphs being decomposed contain a single 
vertex. 
Parallel modules are decomposed into their connected components. Series 
modules are decomposed into their complement connected components. The pro- 
cedure for decomposing a neighborhood module is more complex, and is described 
below. 
A module M is a maximal submodule of a neighborhood module N if M is proper- 
ly contained in N, and no proper submodule of N contains M. Every vertex in a 
neighborhood module N is contained in a unique maximal submodule of N [l]. A 
neighborhood module is decomposed into its maximal submodules. Since there is 
only one possidle decomposition at each step, there is a unique substitution decom- 
position of a graph. 
In this paper, we will represent the substitution decomposition as a tree. Each in- 
ternal node is labeled N, S, or P, depending on whether the corresponding module 
is neighborhood, series, or parallel. The root of the tree is an internal node which 
represents G, and the leaves are the vertices of G. Each child of a node correspond- 
ing to the module M is the root of a tree which corresponds to one of the sub- 
modules of M in the substitution decomposition. A sample graph, together with a 
tree representation of the substitution decomposition, is shown in Fig. 2. 
Motivation 
Substitution decomposition can be applied to a large number of combinatorial 
problems [ l&17,22]. Thus, this decomposition has been discovered independently 
by many researchers, and has a variety of names, including modular decomposition 
[23], X-join [ 121, and ordinal sum decomposition [191. Various decomposition 
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algorithms have been developed which find the substitution decomposition in 
()(n3) or O(nm) time [ 1,6,8,9,11,26]; the fastest decomposition algorithm3 known 
take o(n2) time [18,23]. The 0(n2) algorithms use time proportional to n2 even for 
sparse graphs, and also make use of an adjacency matrix, thus requiring Q(n2) 
space. In this paper, we will use P4-trees to develop an O(n +ma(m,n)) time, 
O(n + In) space algorithm which computes the substitution decomposition tree. 
Substitution decomposition plays a crucial role in the theory of ordered sets 
[ 15,171. The decomposition is crucial to various algorithms on comparability graphs 
and permutation graphs [3,24,25], due to the fact that indecomposable graphs have 
a single transitive orientation and a single representation as a permutation graph. 
As a very simple example of a use of the substitution decomposition, consider the 
maximum weighted independent set problem. The problem can be solved by doing 
a postorder traversal of the substitution decomposition tree. Each time we visit an 
internal node i, we find the maximum weighted independent set among descendants 
of i. If i is a parallel module, the maximum independent set is the union of the max- 
imum independent sets on each child of i. If i represents a series module, the max- 
imum independent set on descendants of i is equal to the largest value of an 
independent set from the children of i. If i is a neighborhood module, we construct 
a graph Gi with one vertex for each child of i, which has weight equal to the max- 
imum independent set in that child. Two vertices j, k are adjacent in Gi if and only 
if every vertex in j is adjacent o every vertex in k. The maximum independent set 
among descendants of i has value equal to the maximum independent set in Gi, 
and the set itself can be found by replacing each vertex j in the maximum independ- 
ent set for Gi with the maximum independent set in j. This leads to an algorithm 
which is exponential in the largest number of children of a type N node ir, the 
decomposition tree, which is typical for a wide variety of problems [ 151. For some 
problems on partial orders, Sidney and Steiner have reduced this further to the 
largest “width” of the subgraph Gi defined above [22]. 
This paper was developed around the idea that P4s in a graph were both easy to 
find, and forced a great deal of structure on possible modules of the graph. Suppose 
that we are given a P4, a, 6, c, d. Vertices are placed in set L! if they also form a P4 
together with 6, c, and d; sets B, C, and D are defined analogously. Remaining ver- 
tices are placed in one of two sets; other vertices which can distinguish (a, b, c,d} 
are placed in a set E, while vertices which are unable to distinguish (a, b, c, d} are 
placed in a set U. We will see later that any module M of G either is in exactly one 
of the sets (A, B, C. D, E, U>, or A4 contains A, B, C, D, and E. This allows us to 
restrict our search for modules; a data structure called a P4-tree is designed to 
organize this restricted search. 
&Trees: Definition 
if a graph G has no induced P4 (i.e., G is a cograph), the P4-tree is equal to the 
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cotree for G. If a P’ is found in G, we use the P4 to divide the graph into a number 
of pieces as follows. 
Let the vertices a, b, c, d form a P4 in G. We partition the vertices of G into the 
following sets. 
(1) A = N(b) - N(c) - N(d), 
(2) B = (N(a) n N(c)) -N(d), 
(3) C = (N(b) n N(d)) - N(a), 
(4) D = N(c) -N(b) -N(a), 
(5) U = (N(a) n N(b) n N(c) n N(d)) c) (nonadj (a) n nonadj (6) n nonadj(c) (I 
nonadj (d)), 
(6) E=V-A-B-C-D-U. 
The set A gets its name from the fact that, like a, any vertex in A will form a P4 
together with b, c, and d. The sets B, C, and D have a similar relationship to 6, c, 
and d respectively. The set U consists of vertices which are unable to distinguish a, 
6, c, and d from each other, while E contains all other vertices. 
The following procedure defines a P4-tree for a graph G. In general, a single 
graph G can have many nonisomorphic P4-trees, and a single P,-tree can represent 
many nonisomorphic graphs. If G has no P4, then the P4-tree for G is the cotree 
for G. Otherwise, we select a P4, a, b,c, d, we split off the sets A, B, C, D, and E 
and decompose them recursively. The decompositions of these sets are made the 
children of a new node X, which is given the same adjacencies with respect o U as 
a, b, c, and d. We then decompose XU U. 
Createtree( G); 
if G is a cograph then T=cotree(G) 
else begin 
let (a, b),(b,c),(c, d) be a P4 in G; 
T, := Createtree( 
Tb := Createtree( 
T, := Createtree( 
Td := Createtree( 
T, := Createtree( 
create a new node x with N(x) := N(a); 
T= Createtree( UU x); 
for i=A,B,C,D,E do 
make 7;: a child of x; 
end; 
output T; 
Figure 3 shows a graph, and ends with one of the possible P,-trees for the graph. 
The first P4 found was (1,2),(2,3),(3,4). At this point, A= (1,5), B= (21, 
C={3,11), D=(4,6,7,8,9), E={lO), U=(12,13,14,15,16). A P,-tree is created 
for each Df the graphs induced by the sets A, B, C, D, and E; each subtrce is made 
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a child of a new node x. The graphs induced by A, B, C, and E are cographs, so 
the cotree is output; in the set D, we may find the P4 (9,8), (8,7), (7,4) next (the new 
node corresponding to this P4 is labeled y in Fig. 3(b)). Figure 3(b) shows the new 
node x created because of the P’ (1,2), (2,3), (3,4) with the &trees for each of the 
subsets A, D, C, 
where N(x) is set 
internal node is 
Fig. 3(a). 
Internal nodes 
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D, and E as children. We then run Createtree on the set XU U, 
to be N(1). If the Ps (14,13),(13,12),(12,x) is found next (and the 
labeled z), Fig. 3(c) shows the final Pa-tree for the graph of 
of the PA-tree will be called type 0, type 1, or P4-nodes, where 
PA-nodes are the new nodes created when a Ps is found. 
We note that for any pair of children of a type 0 (1) node u in the P,-tree, there 
must be some pair of nonadjacent (adjacent) vertices which are descendants of the 
two children. This is true bccaJse any P4-node inherits the adjacencies with respect 
to the rest of the graph from some descendant, and the graph formed by shrinking 
the first Pa-node along each path in the subtree of v to a single vertex is a cograph. 
However, not every pair of descendants of the two children is nonadjacent; an ex- 
ample can be seen in Fig. 8, where vertices 6 and 10, for example, are adjacent. 
While building the P4-tree, we will be maintaining a variable called the current 
cotree, or curco(v), for each member v of v (whether or not v has actually been 
added to the P4-tree at this time). Originally, all vertices are in the same current 
cotree. When a P4 is found, vertices in A, B, C, D, E and UU (x) become separate 
current cotree classes. 
Creating the &tree: Outline 
This section gives the outline of an O(.rl +m) algorithm which creates a P4-tree 
for a graph G. The algorithm is based upon the cotree construction algorithm of [5]. 
We will give a very brief outline of the cotree construction algorithm. Let x be 
the next vertex to be added to the cotree. Nodes of the cotree are marked as either 
completely adjacent o x, completely nonadjacent o x, or mixed in the sense that 
some descendants are adjacent o x while other descendants are nonadjacent. The 
marking procedure works by marking all vertices adjacent o x as completely adja- 
cent, and letting completely adjacent nodes mark their parents appropriately. If G 
is a cograph, the set of nodes marked mixed must form a special type of path in 
the cotree. If the mixed nodes do not form this type of path, it is easy to find a P4, 
while if the nodes do form this type of path, one can create a new cotree by follow- 
ing one of a small number of modification rules. This summary is taken in part from 
[W* 
Vertices are added incrementally to the P,-tree. After each vertex is added, we 
will produce the P4-tree on the set of vertices which have already been added. The 
algorithm proceeds with the construction of the cotree as in [5] until some vertex 
v causes a P4 in the current cotree of v. At this point, we split the old cotree into 
several pieces (which correspond to the pieces of the cotree which are in A, B, C, 
D, E, and XU U); this splitting must be discussed in more detail in order to verify 
our claim that the P4-tree is constructed in linear time. An outline of the algorithm 
is given below; details of various procedures will be filled in later. A vertex will be 
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called old if it has already been added to the P4-tree; other vertices are called new. 
while vertices of G are not in the &tree T do 
0 := any new vertex; 
{the next two statements use the algorithm of [5]) 
if u does not cause a P4 in curco(u) then add u to curco(o); 
if u causes a P4 in curco(u) then 
call the (arbitrarily chosen) P4 a, b, c,d; 
update curco values for all members of curco(u); 
(partition on basis of adjacencies to a, b, c. d} 
split the current cotree of u into A, B, C, D, E, U as outlined below; 
{outline of procedure for splitting the current cotree of x} 
ant .- =- the least common ancestor of the three old vertices in the P4; 
move children of ant which contain a member of the P4 to a new 
child lea of ant; 
traverse subtree rooted by Ica, placing vertices in appropriate subtree 
A, B, C, D, E or U; 
y := ant; 
while (y is in the current cotree of u) do 
if y is a “1” node then 
split descendants of y into subtrees as was done with descendants 
of Ica; 
if y is a “0” node then 
split descendants of y using procedure SPLIT0 described later in 
the paper; 
y := parent(y); 
We will show in the next sections that the time complexity of a careful implemen- 
tation of this algorithm runs in O(n + m) time. We depend on an amortized time 
analysis; each unit of work performed while adding v to the tree is charged either 
to N(u), or to the separation of two adjacent vertices into different cotrees. We will 
see in Lemma 1 that every rr ember of N(a), N(b), N(c), and N(d) is separated from 
some adjacent vertex. Therefore, we will describe how to implement various opera- 
tions necessary to add u to the tree in O(N(u) + N(a) + N(b) + N(c) + N(d)) time, 
where a, b, c, d is the P4 found while adding v to the P4-tree. Similarly, we will show 
in Lemma 2 that every descendant of node Ica is separated from an adjacent vertex, 
so that a naive method of partitioning these subtrees runs in the desired time bound. 
Descendants of type 1 nodes on the path from Ica to the root are all separated from 
adjacent vertices, since they are separated from the vertices of the P4, and are 
treated similarly. We must be more careful with descendants of type 0 vertices on 
the path from lea to the root, since they are nonadjacent o the vertices in the P4 
from which they are separated. 
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Creating the &tree: Detailed implementation 
The first step in splitting the cotree is to identify the sets A, B, C, D, and E for 
the PA a, b,c,d. These sets can be identified in O(IN(a)l + IN(b)1 + IN(c)1 + IN(d 
time. The name of the current cotsee for each of these sets is changed. We do not 
change the name of the current cotree for vertices in the set U, in order to achieve 
our desired time bound. The pseudoprogram below demonstrates how to find the 
set A in this time bound; the other sets, with the exception of U, can be found in 
a similar fashion. To achieve the desired time bound, we keep the set A as a linked 
list, and maintain an array M such that M[u] has a pointer to the occurrence of v 
in A if visinA. 
FIND(A); 
A := (v E I/ 1 v E N(b), curco(v) = curco(a)); 
A :=A -N(c); 
A :=A -N(d); 
Since there was no P4 in the current cotree before the curre+ vertex v was added, 
we know that exactly three of the four vertices in the P4 are already in the current 
cotree. As our first step of splitting the cotree, we find the least common ancestor 
of the three vertices, which we will call ant. Node ant can be found in O(number 
descendants of ant) time by climbing “in parallel” from the three vertices until 
some node is marked by all three processes. We create a new node lea which has 
as children only those nodes which contain a, b, c, or d as subtrees; this is made 
a child of ant, which keeps all the other children. 
We split the descendants of lea in the current cotree in a very simple fashion. In 
effect, we traverse the tree rooted at lea, and place each node in the appropriate sub- 
tree. We can formalize the procedure in the following manner. Create six copies of 
the subtree rooted by lea. One of these copies will eventually hold the subcotree con- 
sisting of vertices in A, another will hold the subcotree of vertices in B, etc. For each 
copy, we delctc nodes thai do not belong in the subcotree. The procedure below 
Fig. 4. 
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creates the subcotree consisting of vertices in A; procedures for the other subcotrees 
are very similar. The time to split the subtree rooted by lea is proportional to the 
size of the subtree rooted by lea. 
ASUBTREE( T); 
while some node remains untraversed o begin 
x:= the next node in a postorder traversal of T; 
if (x is a vertex in G) then 
if (curco(x) #curco(a)) then delete x 
else (we are at an internal node of T) begin 
if all children of x have been deleted then delete x; 
if one child of x remains then merge child(x) with parent(x) and 
delete x 
end; 
end; 
Figure 4 shows a subtree, in which vertices which belong in the final subtree are 
labeled with a *. The second half of Fig. 5 shows the reduced subtree. 
We must combine the cotrees on the descendants of lea with the appropriate 
cotrees on vertices which are not descendants of lea. Consider the path P from lea 
to the root of the current cotree; P is a sequence of nodes which are alternately of 
type 0 and type 1. As a first step, we copy P to the top of each of the subtrees 
representing the descendants of lea. 
Let x be any type 1 node in P, and let TX be the cotree of descendants of x ex- 
cluding descendants of the child of x which is in P. These descendants of type 1 
nodes are split in the same fashion as descendants of lea; we make copies for each 
subtree, and delete nodes which do not belong in that subtree during a postorder 
t ravcrsal. 
The descendants of type 0 nodes in P must be split using a different algorithm. 
If we traversed the entire subtree to split these nodes, the time complexity of the 
algorithm would be @(n2). We use the procedure SPLIT0 to divide descendants of 
all type 0 nodes in P. All nodes in these subtrees are nonadjacent o the three old 
vertices in the Pa; we will remove the vertices which are adjacent o the new vertex 
to the appropriate subtree (this will be A, D, or E), leaving the remaining vertices 
in tire cotree for the set U. Since all subtrees except he subtrees of type 0 nodes in 
P are traversed completely, we can assume that there is a marking procedure which 
marks all nodes which are not descendants of type 0 nodes in P. For convenience, 
we will also assume that the type 0 nodes in P are marked. 
SPLITO; 
let x be the new vertex which caused a P4; 
let TX be the cotree for vertices adjacent only to x in the P4; 
for each unmarked vertex y in N(x) do begin 
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climb the path from y to the root until you hit a marked node m; 
copy the path from y to m as descendants of the copy of m in TX; 
mark all vertices on the path from y to m; 
end; 
for each vertex y in N(x) do begin 
z := the next vertex on the path from y to the root; (initially z =y> 
while (z has no children) do begin 
p : = parent (2); 
delete z; 
if (p has one remaining child) then begin 
merge child(p) with parent(p); 
z := parent(p); 
delete p 
end 
else z :=p 
end; 
r%SC#?. r..u, 
Summarizing the procedure SPLITO, we climb the path from any unmarked 
vertex adjacent o the new vertex, copying the path into the appropriate subtree. We 
stop the climb whenever we hit a node which has already been visited. The second 
loop of SPLIT0 collapses nodes which are left with a single child. 
The final step of the &-tree creation is to clean up our various cotrees, to 
eliminate nodes which have only one child and to remove any nodes of type i 
(i = 0,l) which are children of nodes of type i. This is done during a tree traversal 
for the current cotrees consisting of the vertices in A, B, C, D, and E. For the cotree 
consisting of vertices in W, the only nodes which may have a single child are vertices 
of P at the top of the tree. We simply traverse P, eliminating nodes with a single 
child. 
At this point, we need to merge the subcotrees for the sets A, B, C, D, and E 
under a new &-node. A node new with N(new) set equal to the neighborhood of 
any vertex in the F4 must be added to the current cotree of vertices in U. Node new 
is added as a child of the last node of P in the subcotree of U; that is, the node 
lea. The children of new are the subcotrees for A, B, C, D, and E; one of these is 
the vertex x which caused the Pd. 
Time analysis of &tree construction 
Unlike the cotree construction algorithm of [5], it is not the case that each new 
vertex x is added to the &tree in O(IIV(.Y)~) time. In our analysis, we will charge 
each unit of work to either the neighborhood of a new vertex, or to the ‘“separa- 
tion” of some adjacent pair of vertices o, w. By the separation of a pair of adjacent 
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vertices, we mean that v and w were in the same current cotree, and after the step 
they are no longer in the same current cotree. The total number of separations of 
adjacent pairs of vertices is clearly O(m). 
First, if the new vertex v does not cause a P4 in its current cotree, we charge the 
cost of adding vertex v to N(v). This procedure is explained in [S]. The only 
modification necessary to their procedure is that neighbors of v which are not in the 
same current cotree as v are ignored during the marking phase of our algorithm. 
Suppose that adding the vertex v causes a Ps a, b, c, d. The first step in the cotree 
splitting procedure was to identify the sets A, B, C, D, and E, and to change the 
name of their current cotree. This was accomplished in 0( IN(a)1 + IN(b)1 + 
IN(c)1 + IN(d time, as was noted earlier. The following lemma shows that these 
charges can be assigned to separations. 
Lemma 1. Every vertex in N(a) U N(b) U N(c) U N(d) is separated from at least one 
adjacent vertex. 
Proof. Any such vertex is either in A, B, C, D, E or is adjacent o a, 6, c, and d. 
Vertices in A are separated from 6, vertices in B are separated from a, vertices in 
C are separated from b, and vertices in D are separated from c. Any vertex v in E 
is separated from all vertices in N(v) n (a, b, c, d). If a vertex is adjacent o a, b, c, 
and d it is put in U, and is separated from a, 6, c, and d. Cl 
The next step of the algorithm involves finding the least common ancestor of the 
three old nodes in the P4, and splitting the subtree rooted at that node by a com- 
plete traversal of the subtree. The time needed for this is proportional to the size 
of the subtree rooted at Ica. The next lemma shows that these charges can be as- 
signed to separations. 
Lemma 2. Every descendant v of lea is separated from some adjacent vertex. 
Proof. From the previous lemma, if v is adjacent o some vertex in the PA, then v 
is separated from some adjacent vertex. Assume that v is not adjacent o any vertex 
in the P4. Let i be the last node which is on the path from the root of the current 
cotree to v, and is also on the path from the root to an old vertex in the P4, and 
let e be a vertex in the Ps which is a descendant of i. Node i must be of type 0, since 
v is not adjacent to any vertex in the PA. Since v is a descendant of Ica, there must 
be a vertex in the Ps which is not a descendant of i; call this vertex f. The least 
common ancestor of v and f must be a type 0 node. 
The parent of node i is a type 1 node; let w be any vertex which is a descendant 
of the parent of i, but is not a descendant of i. Kode w is adjacent o v and e, since 
their paths to the root meet at a type 1 node, and w is not adjacent o f, since their 
paths to the root meet at a type 0 node. Vertex w cannot be in the set U, since it 
is adjacent to e and is nonadjacent o f. Therefore, v and w are separated. q 
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The subtrees of the current cotree which are not descendants of Ica are handled 
next. Descendants of type 1 nodes in the path from lea to the root are handled by 
traversing their subtrees; since these nodes are adjacent o at least three vertices in 
the P4, Lemma 1 shows that this cost can be charged to a separation. 
Finally, we must deal with descendants of type 0 nodes on the path from the root 
to lea, which are dealt with by the routine SPLITO. If x is the new vertex which 
caused the P4, SPLIT0 examines each vertex of N(x) which is a descendant of this 
type of node, and climbs the tree until it reaches a node which was already reached 
while climbing from some other member of N(x). The time taken by SPLIT0 is pro- 
portional to the number of nodes visited during this climbing procedure. 
To count the number of nodes visited during SPLITO, create a subforest F con- 
sisting of the vertices of the current cotree which are visited during SPLITO. The 
leaves of F are vertices in N(x). Since F has at most IN(x)1 leaves, the number of 
internal vertices with degree greater than one is at most IN(x) I; therefore, we charge 
the work done while climbing past leaves or nodes of F with degree greater than one 
to N(x). Now consider a vertex u of degree one in F. There is some descendant i 
of u which is in the set U, and some other descendant j of o which is not in the set 
U. If u is a type 1 node, we can charge the cost of visiting vertex u to the separation 
of r’ and j. If v is a type 0 node, then the parent of v, which we will call p, is a type 
1 node; it is not important whether or not p is in F. Let k be any vertex which is 
a descendant of p, and is not a descendant of v. Vertex k is adjacent o both i and 
j, and i and j belong in different subcotrees, so k is separated from at least one of 
{i, j]. We charge the cost of visiting v to this separation. Any separation of a pair 
of vertices x, y can be assigned a charge during SPLIT0 at most three times; once 
for the least common ancestor of x and y, and once for each child of the least com- 
mon ancestor which contains x or y. 
Substitution decomposition 
The remainder of the paper uses the P4-tree to find the substitution decomposi- 
tion of an input graph G. The next section gives a number of theorems which show 
where the modules of the substitution decomposition can occur in the P4-tree. This 
will lead to efficient algorithms, which will be developed and analyzed in the follow- 
ing sections. 
In the remainder of this paper, we will assume that a given P4-tree has been con- 
structed incrementally, and we will refer to the addition of each node as a step of 
the P4-tree construction. It should be clear that any PA-tree could have been con- 
structed incrementally, so these theorems hold for arbitrary Pa-trees, and not just 
for those trees which are constructed by the algorithm given in this paper. 
Modules in the Qtree 
Lemma 3. Let A4 be a module, arzd consider any P4 (a, b), (b, c), (c, d). Either M 
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is contained in exactly one of the sets A, B, C, D, E, or U with respect o this P4, 
or M contains A, B, C, D, and E. 
Proof, Suppose M is not contained in exactly one of the sets, and let ml, ~122 be
vertices of M which are contained in two different sets with respect o this P4. 
Since ml and m2 are in different sets, they must disagree on at least one member 
s from the set {a, b, c, d ); therefore, s must be in M. Vertex s is in a different set 
from at least one of (q,m2}; call this vertex m. Vertex s must disagree with m on 
a second number of (a, b,c,d ), so at least two vertices of {a, 6, c,d} are in M. If two 
vertices from a P4 are in a module, the other two vertices must also be in a module. 
Since every vertex in A, R, C, D, and E is adjacent o some, but not all, of the ver- 
tices in the P4, every vertex in A, B, C, D, and E must be in M. 0 
Theorem 4. Let M be a module, ond let f be the least common ancestor of M in 
the P4-tree. If f is Q Pj-node, then M is the set of leaves which are descendants of 
fin the P4-tree. rf f is CI type 0 or type 1 node, then there is a set C of children of 
f such that M is the set of leclves which ure descendants of some node in C. 
Proof. Suppose that the theorem is false, and let G be a counterexample which has 
the minimum possible number of vertices. Let T be a Pa-tree for G which violates 
the theorem, and let M be a module which is a counterexample. 
Suppose that there is a P4 in G. Let P be the first P4 encountered uring the con- 
struction of T. If M is contained in exactly one of the sets A, B, C, D, E, or U with 
respect o P, then M will also be a counterexample in one of the smaller graphs in- 
duced by A, B, C, D, E, or (x) U U, contradicting the assumption that G is a 
minimum vertex counterexample. 
Therefore, if G contains a P3, M cannot be contained in any single set from 
{A, B, C, D, E, U >. By Lemma 3, M must contain A, B, C, D, and E. When P is 
found, G is decomposed into pieces, and A, B, C, D, and E are contracted to a 
single vertex x, which is given the same relationships with respect o U as vertex a 
from P. if M = A U B U C U D U E, then x is the least common ancestor of M in the 
P4-tree, and all leaves descended from x are in M If M properly contains these 
sets, then M’ ={x)UM-A-B-C-D-E is a module of (x}UU; if M is a 
counterexample in G, then M’ is a counterexample in {x) U U, which contradicts 
the assumption that G is a minimum counterexample. 
If G has no P4, then G is a cograph and T is a cotree. Assume without loss of 
generality that f is a type 0 node. Since this is a counterexample tothe theorem, there 
must be some child g off which contains both members of M and nonmembers :,f 
M. Let ml be a member of M which is not a descendant of g. There must be two 
descendants u, rn2 of g such that m2 EM, o $ M, and g is the least common ancestor 
of u and +; if a child c of g contains only members (nonmembers) of M, then 
there must be a nonmember (member) of M in the subtree of another child, and if 
c contains both members and nonmembers of M, any descendant of another child 
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of g forms such a pair with some descendant of c. Vertex u is adjacent o m2, since 
their least common ancestor is a type 1 node, while u is nonadjacent o ml, since 
f is the least common ancestor of u and ml. Therefore, u must be in M, which con- 
tradicts an earlier assumption. Cl 
Theorem 4 will eventually be used to search for modules during a postorder 
traversal of the &-tree. When a &node v is encountered, there is only one possible 
module which we will check, which is the set of all leaves which are descendants of
CI. When v is a type 0 or type 1 node, however, we do not want to have to test for 
all possible sets of children of v to see whether their descendants form a module. 
The next definitions and theorems allow us to restrict our search for submodules 
of v when v is a type 0 or type 1 node. 
When we come to a type 0 or type 1 node v, we will create subgraphs G, and Gi 
as described below. The algorithms for creating these subgraphs are presented in the 
following sections. 
G, contains one vertex for each child of v. Let I be the set of vertices which are 
descendants of child i of v, and let J be the set of vertices which are descendants 
of child j of v. We add an edge from the vertex which corresponds to child i to the 
vertex which corresponds to child j if and only if: 
(1) The vertices in I agree on every vertex which is not a descendant of v. 
(2) The vertices in I disagree on some vertex in J. 
Before we continue, let us examine some implications of edges in G,. We con- 
sider a pair of nodes i, j which satisfy condition (l), that is vertices in 1 agree on 
every vertex which is not a descendant of v, and vertices in J agree on every vertex 
which Is not a descentant of v. 
If there is an edge from i to j in G,, any module which contains i must also con- 
tain j; this is true even if j does not satisfy condition (1). Let us assume that v is 
a type 0 node. There must be some pair of nonadjacent vertices in each pair of 
children i, j of v. If there is no edge between i and j in G,, there cannot be any 
edges between I and J. If there is an edge from i to j, but no edge from j to i, there 
must be at least one vertex in Z which is adjacent o every vertex in J. Similarly, if 
v is a type 1 node and there is no edge between i and j in G,, every vertex in I must 
be adjacent to every vertex in J. 
Note that a vertex i of G, which does not satisfy condition (1) will not have edges 
to any other vertex in G,. 
G G 
Fig. 5. 
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We create a graph GE, in which all strongly connected components of G, are con- 
tracted to a single vertex. There is an edge from strongly connected component cl 
of G, to strongly connected component c2 of G, in GI if and only if there is an edge 
from some node of component cl to some node of component c2 in G,. V’ is de- 
fined to be the vertex set of Gi, and E’ is the set of edges in Gi. Let T be an ar- 
bitrary topological sort T of GI. 
In Fig. 5, we will pretend that the sets { 1,2}, {3,4}, { 5,6) and (7) are the descen- 
dants of separate branches of a type 0 or 1 node u in the &-tree. To create GL from 
G,, { 1,2) and { 3,4) are compressed to a single node,_which as an edge to (7) and 
no inedges. 
The following procedure takes a vertex w’ of GI as input, and creates a set of 
vertices called Forced(w’). We call the output set Forced(w’) because any module 
which contains w’ must also contain Forced(w’). We note that Forced(w’) is not 
necessarily a module, however. Figure 6 gives an example of the procedure, if we 
assume that the topological sort of Gi is 1,2,3,4,5,6. 
Force( w’); 
Forced(w’) := w’; 
New := w’; 
while (New +cE) do 
begin 
Add:=(yE V’-Forced(w’) 1 3zENew, (z,y)~E’); 
Add2 := 1.~ E V’ - Forced( w’) i y comes after w’ in T, 3 z E New, 
(YAEE’}; 
New := Add U Add2; 
Forced(w’) := Forced(w’) U New 
end; 
Observation 5. If z is in Forced(y), then Forced(z) C_ Forced(y). 
Lemma 6. If w is properly contained in a submodule M of v, then Forced(w) is con- 
tained in M. 
1 4-5-6 
Forced(6) = 6 Forced(S) = 5,6 Forced(4) = 4,5,6 
Forced(3) = 3 Forced(2) = 2,4,5,6 Forced(l)= , , , 1,234563 
Fig. 6. 
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Proof. We will assume that v, the parent of w, is a type 0 node. The proof of the 
lemma if v is a type 1 node is very similar. 
Let y be the first node added to Forced(w) which is not contained in M. If y is 
in the set Add, then some member z of M has an edge to y in Gi. As noted earlier, 
any module which contains z must contain y, since vertices in y have edges to some 
but not all vertices in z. Thus, y must have entered Forced(w) via the set Add2. 
Since y comes after w in T and there is no edge from w to y in Gi, there cannot 
be any edges between vertices in w and vertices in y. Since y has an edge to some 
vertex z in M, there must be some edge between a vertex in y and a vertex in z; this 
implies that some vertex of y must be in M. By Theorem 4, the child c of v which 
contains this vertex must be contained in M. Vertex y corresponds to a strongly con- 
nected component of G,; thus, there is a path from c to every other child in y. 
Since every edge (h, i) in G, implies that any module which contains h also contains 
i, y is contained in M. q 
During the algorithm, we will be stepping through Tin reverse order, and testing 
to see whether various sets form a module. Among other properties, this makes 
Forced(i) easy to compute; Forced(i) can be constructed by taking the union of I 
and the sets Forced(j) such that i --) j in GI. Let i be the next node visited in T. We 
merge the vertices in Forced(i) into a single group, which we call a component. 
Therefore, the component which contains u when i is visited is Forced(j), where j
is the first node after i such that Forced(j) contains u. 
Consider arny sink s in Gi, and any other node w of Gi. A sink s’ is called a com- 
panion of s with respect o w if every vertex which disagrees on SU s’ is either in 
w, or comes after w in T. A companion s’ of s is called a free companion if the com- 
ponent which contains s’ after w has been processed is a module. Similarly, a com- 
ponent is called a free component if that component is a module. 
The following observations may make the next proofs easier for the reader to 
follow. If the node v we are processing is type 0, there cannot be an edge between 
vertices in different components. Any edge would cause an edge in G, in at least 
one direction between two children i, j of v from different components. If the edges 
are in both directions, i and j are merged in Cl. If the edge goes from i to j, when 
we reach the vertex of GL which contains i in the topological sort, j will be forced 
into the same component as i . Simiiariy, if v is a type 1 node, two vertices in dif- 
ferent components must be adjacent. Therefore, if a component is not free, the 
component mu3t be distinguished by a vertex which is either not a descendant of 
v, or is contained in a child of v which has not yet been processed in the topological 
sort 
The following theorems allow us to identify all submodules of a node in the 
P4-tree which are necessary for constructing the substitution decomposition of G. 
Theorem 1. Let M be a module which corresponds to an internal node of the 
su!?stitution decomposition tree. [f the /east comxon ancestor of M in the P,-tree 
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is a type 0 node v, then M is either equal to Forced(y) for some node y of GI, or 
M is equal to Forced(y) U all components which contain a free companion with 
respect o y of any sink s in Forced(y). 
proof. Let y be the first node of Gi in 7’ which is contained in M. Forced(y) must 
be contained in M. There cannot be any edges between vertices in Forced(y) and 
other vertices of M. Any such edge would cause an edge in Gi between a node 
which is contained in Forced(y) and a node c which is not contained in Forced(y); 
in this case, c would be added to Forced(y). Therefore, if the theorem is false, M 
must be a parallel module which contains some vertex which is not in Forced(y). 
Let s be any sink in Forced(y). We now prove that every vertex of M is contained 
in a component which includes a free companion of s with respect o y. Let C be 
any component which contains a vertex in M, and is not in Forced(y). There must 
be some sink s’ in Mn C. If s’ is not a companion of s with respect o y, there must 
be some vertex which precedes y in T (and is therefore not in M) which can 
distinguish vertices in SU s’; therefore, M is not a module. 
Suppose that s’ is a companion of s with respect oy, but is not a free companion. 
Some vertex which has not yet been reached in the topological sort, and therefore 
is not in M, can distinguish vertices of C, so there must be two sets C,, C2 such 
that C, =Cn M, Cz =C- M, and neither C, nor Cz is empty. By Theorem 4, C, 
must be the union of some children of v. Since Ct and C2 are in the same compo- 
nent, there must be an edge between some pair i, j in G, where i is contained in C, 
and j is contained in C2. Let I be the set of vertices which are descendants of i, and 
let J be the set of vertices which are descendants of j. There must be some edge be- 
tween a vertex of I and a vertex of J, or there would not be an edge between the 
two nodes in G,. However, no vertex in J can be adjacent o any descendant of y, 
since j and y are in different components. Since a vertex in j can distinguish vertices 
in A& j must be in M, contradicting the fact that j is in Cz. Therefore, if C does 
not contain a free companion of s, M is not a module. 
We now prove that M must contain all components which include a free compa- 
nion of s. Clearly MU all such components form a module; call this module M’. 
Consider any step of the substitution decompositon process. When a neighborhood 
module is split into submodules, M’ must be placed in the same submodule, since 
maximal submodules of a neighborhood module are unique. When a series module 
is divided into submodules, M’ will remain in a single submcdule, since M’ is com- 
plement connected. Therefore, M’ must be divided in.to different submodules when 
a parallel decomposition step is performed. There cannos be any vertices which are 
adjacent o M’ at this step, or M’ would be in a single connected component. Con- 
sider the set of vertices S in M- Forced(y). NO vertices of S are adjacent o any ver- 
tices in Forced(y), or these vertices would have been added to Forced(y). There 
can.not be any vertices which are adjacent o M’ at this step, so Forced(y) i.z $QL& 
in a different connected component han any vertex in S. Therefore, the decomposi- 
tion step which separates any vertices of M’ from M also divides M into different 
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components, and the internal vertex of the decomposition tree which corresponds 
to the least common ancestor of M contains M’. 0 
The next theorem is similar to Theorem 7, and deals with type 1 nodes rather than 
type 0 nodes. 
Theorem 8. Let M be a module which corresponds to an internal node of the 
substitution decomposition tree. If the least common ancestor of M in the P4-tree 
is a type I node v, then M is either equal to Forced(y) for some node y of Gi, or 
M is equal to Forced(y) U all components which contain a free companion with 
respect o y of any sink s in Forced(y). 
Proof. Let y be the first node of Gi which is contained in M. Forced(y) must be 
contained in M. Every vertex in Forced(y) must have an edge to every other vertex 
in M. Therefore, if the theorem is false, M must be a series module. 
Let C be any component which contains a vertex in M, and is not in Forced(y). 
There must be some sink s’ of GI which is contained in Mn C; s’ must be a compa- 
nion of s with respect o y. We assume that s’ is not a free companion of s, and 
derive a contradiction. C must be able to be partitioned into two nonempty subsets 
Cr , C2 such that Cr = CTr M. Every vertex of C, is adjacent o every vertex in y, 
but some vertex in C2 must be nonadjacent o some vertex in Cr. Therefore, if s’ 
is not a free companion of s with respect o y, M cannot be a module. 
We prove that if M contains some vertex which is not in Forced(y), M contains 
all components which include a free companion of y. Define M’ to be the module 
consisting of M and all components which contain a free companion of M. The first 
step of the substitution decomposition which splits M from M’ must be the decom- 
position of a series module, and this will also divide M into different components. 
Therefore, the internal vertex of the substitution decomposition which corresponds 
to M also contains M’. 0 
Algorithm outline 
In this section, we present an overview of an algorithm for finding the substitu- 
tion decomposition which is based on the theorems of the previous section. The next 
section deals with the details of the algorithm. 
The P,-tree is traversed in postorder. Let w be the next node visited in postortiet, 
and let IV be the set of leaves which are descendants of w. When we reach w, we 
compute a number of lists. One list is called Adj (w), and includes every vertex of 
V- W which is adjacent to every vertex in W. Another list is called Disagree(w), 
and contains every vertex of V- IV which is adjacent o some, but not all, verttces 
in IV. When we are finished looking for sub~~dules of w, fde perform a UNION 
operation on the children of w. 
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We are looking for modules of the substitution decomposition which have least 
common ancestor w in the &tree. By Theorem 4, if w is a &-node, the only pos- 
sible such module is G-it’. It is easy to check whether W is a module; this is true if 
and only if Disagree(w) is empty. 
If w is a type 0 or type 1 node, we do not know which children of w may form 
a module. We use the more complicated tests derived from Theorems 7 and 8 in this 
case. We create a subgraph G, with a node for each child of w, and an edge from 
child i to child j if the vertices in child i agree on every vertex which is not a descen- 
dant of w, and the vertices in i disagree on some node in j; this is accomplished by 
performing a FiND operation on every vertex in the list Disagree(i). We then create 
G$, in which each strongly connected component of G, is contracted to a single 
vertex. We topologically sort Gb, obtaining a list T. 
We step through the nodes of G:, in reverse order of their positions in T. Let i 
be the next node encountered. We UNION together all nodes in Forced(i), also con- 
structing new Adj and Disagree lists for the emerged set. We check whether this set 
forms a module by looking at the Disagree list for the set. If it is a module, we store 
a representation of the module for inclusion in the substitution decomposition tree. 
If Forced(i) is a module, we now want to merge Forced(i) with any component 
which contains a free companion of any sink s in Forced(i). To facilitate this step, 
we use an extra data structure, called a companion tree. All companions of s can 
be located quickly using this tree. Along with each set of companion sinks CS, we 
keep the free components which contain a member of CS. After i is processed, the 
only possible component which can become a free component is Forced(i), which 
makes the companion tree easy to update. 
Algorithm implementation 
In this section, we give the details of an algorithm which takes a &-tree for G 
and produces the substitution decomposition tree of G in O(n + ma@, n)) time. The 
a@, n) factor comes from the fact that m UNION and FIND operations on a set 
of size n can be performed in O(ma@z, n)) time 1291. We note that a is an extremely 
slow growing function (for m, n < 265536, a(m, n)< S), so that this behaves very 
much like a linear time algorithm. 
We will look for modules of the decomposition tree during a postorder traversal 
of the &tree. At each node u, we will check for modules which have o as their 
least common ancestor of the &tree. We define D(u) to be the set of leaves of the 
&tree (i.e. vertices of 6) which are descendants of v. 
For our implementation, we want to have the descendants of v numbered con- 
secutively. Each vertex is given its number in a depth first search of the Pa-tree. We 
also want to keep each adjacency list in sorted order. We can sort the initial adjacen- 
cy lists in O(n + m) time. Step through the adjacency lists of vcrticcs i - i. 2,3, . . . , n, 
placing i at the tail of the new adjacency list for each vertex adjacent o i, and the 
new adjacency lists are in sorted order. 
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As each node v in the postorder traversal is encountered, we construct he follow- 
ing information for v. We note that the information for the children of u is 
destroyed at this step, which lets us avoid copying lists. 
(I) A list Adj(v) which contains every vertex w in V-D(v) such that w is adjacent 
to every vertex in D(FJ). Adj(v) is ordered in increasing order. 
(2) A list Disagree(b) which contains every vertex w in V-D(v) such that w is ad- 
jacent to some vertex in D(v), and w is nonadjacent to some vertex in D(v). 
Disagree(v) is an unordered list. For ease of maintenance, avertex may appear many 
times in Disagree(v), and Disagree(v) may contain vertices which are in D(v). 
(3) Two variables low(v) and high(v), which have the smallest and highest 
numbers in the list Disagree(v). 
Before we describe how these lists are used, we present an algorithm which con- 
structs Adj(v) and Disagree(v) from the appropriate list for children of v. We merge 
the lists for the children in pairs until a single list remains. The initial Disagree list 
is the concatenation of the Disagree lists of the children, and the initial Adj list is 
empty. We examine the next vertex on each of the Adj lists. If the same vertex is 
at the front of each list, it is removed from the two old lists, and added to the new 
Adj list. If different vertices are at the front of each list, the smaller vertex is re- 
moved from its old Adj list, and placed on the Disagree list. The variables high and 
low are updated at the beginning of the merge, and checked for update each time 
a new entry is placed on the Disagree list. 
Constructing these lists takes O(.r + m) time during the running of the algorithm. 
Each time we compare a pair of vertices on two different Adj lists, we either find 
that the two are equal and merge them into a single edge in the new list, or remove 
one edge from an Adj list to the Disagree list. Therefore, each step reduces the total 
number of vertices on Adj lists by one, which can occur O(m) times. By the same 
reasoning, the total number of times vertices can be removed from Disagree lists is 
O(m)* 
It is easy to determine whether a subtree rooted at a P4-node v is a module. D(v) 
is a module if and only if low(v) and high(v) are within the range of vertices which 
occur in D(v). 
Let us consider a type 1 or type 0 node v. By Theorems 7 and 8, any module of 
the substitution decomposition tree which has v as its least common ancestor in the 
&tree must be equal to Forced(y) for some child y of v, or Forced(y) U all com- 
ponents which contain a free companion of any sink in Forced(y). 
We first construct he graph G, which was defined in an earlier section. For each 
child i of v, we check the values low(i) and high(i). If both low(i) and high(i) are 
descendants of 11, we traverse the list Disagree(i). For each vertex y on Disagree(i), 
we perform a FIND(y), and add an edge from i to FlND( y). We will not use the 
list Disagree(i) in creating any other graph G,,, since after the children of 0 have 
been merged all vertices of Disagree(i) will be within v. Technically, we rename 
Disagree(i) to Intdisagree(i); the Intdisagree lists are eliminated after all children of 
v are merged. This guarantees that each entry of a Disagree list is only checked once 
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in setting up graphs of the form G,, and that the total time required to create these 
graphs is O(mq(m,n)). In fact, rf we use the static UNION-FIND routines of [71 
(since the UNION tree is known in advance, being equal to the &tree), alI graphs 
of the form G, zan be created in O(m) time. 
We next create the graph Gi, in which all strongly connected components of G, 
are contracted to a single vertex, and choose a topological soit T of GI such that 
all sinks of Gi occur at the end of T. We can use standard techniques for these 
problems, and the total time taken setting up these graphs and performing 
topological sorting ib O(n + m). 
We visit each verte.\: i of GI in reverse order of its appearance in T, checking to 
see whether Forced(i) is a module at this time. After i is visited, the vertices of 
Forced(i) are merged htlto a single set, which is called a component. We want to 
create an Adj list and Disagree list for the merged set, in almost the same way that 
we described for merging all children of u into a single node. The sole difference 
is that we keep two separate Disagree lists for a component; one list (called 
Intdisagree) contains only “vertices which are descendants of v, while the other list 
(called Extdisagree) may co&ain vertices which are not descendants of v as well as 
certain vertices which are d?scendants of v. When a new vertex is added to a 
Disagree list, we choose to ,dd it to Intdisagree or Extdisagree depending on 
whether the vertex is a descendtilt of v. When we add a new node i to a component, 
Disagree(i) is concatenated to Mdisagree if high(i) and low(i) are descendants of 
v, while Disagree(i) is concatenai-ed to Extdisagree if high(i) or low(i) is not a 
descendant of v. When we finally r?Terge the Disagree lists of the remaining children 
of c, to obtain Disagree(v), we use ihe Extdisagree lists, and none of these lists will 
have been traversed before v is met ::ed. 
To merge Forced(i), we perform .-; FIND(j) for each (i,j) in Gi, and then a 
UNION of FIND(i) and FIND(j). W: note that this is the step which makes the 
cr(m, n) factor difficult to eliminate, sir e the order of the UNIONS depends on the 
result of the FINDS. We then want to c&k to see whether Forced(i) is a module. 
If the Extdisagree list of Forced(i) is none T*ipty. Forced(i) cannot be a module, since 
the vertices disagree on some nonneighbor :>f v. If the Extdisagree iist is empty, we 
traverse the Intdisagree list, doing a FIND(j) for each vertex j encountered. Each 
vertex on the Intdisagree list which is in Forc*ed(i) is removed from the Intdisagree 
list. If we find a vertex which is not in Forced(i), Forced(i) is not a module, and 
we stop traversing the list at that point. 
lf Forced(i) is not a module, Forced(i)U al. components which contain a free 
companion of any sink s in Fcrced(i) cannot bL a module, while if Forced(i) is a 
module, Forced(i) U all components which contah!l a free com+nion of s must be 
a module. Thus, if Forced(i) is a module, we rnb;t also be able to find all com- 
ponents which contain a free companion of S. 
We create a “companion tree” to facilitate the finding of free companions. Each 
internal node is marked with either a member of GI, c\r a special marker “nov” to 
represent a vertex which is not a descendant of v. The narker now can occur only 
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at the root. Each sink of GI corresponds to a leaf of the companion tree. For any 
two sinks sI , s2, if the vertices of s1 U s2 can be distinguished by a vertex which is 
not a descendant of v, the least common ancestor of s1 and s2 is the root, which is 
marked nov. Otherwise, let j be the first node in T which contains a vertex which 
can distinguish s1 U s2; j must mark the least common ancestor of sr and s2. 
The procedure Comptree below sets up the companion tree. We collect all edges 
of G which are adjacent o some sink, arrange them in the order their nonsink end- 
points occur in T, and use them to successively partition the set of sinks. An example 
of the procedure is shown in Fig. 7. 
Comptree; 
S, := all sinks s such that high[s] or low[s] is not in D[v]; 
Adjverts := 0; 
for each sink s not in S, do 
for each i on Adj[s] do 
begin 
if i$ Adjverts then begin 
Adjverts := Adjverts U i; 
set Curedges[i] to the empty list 
end; 
append s to Curedges[i]; 
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end; 
set up a bucket for each node of CL, and a bucket nov; 
for each i in Adjverts do 
if i is not a descendant of v then place i in nov else 
place i in the bucket of the node of Gi which contains i; 
(we now place every sink in a single set, and partition the set by every 
vertex in Adjverts) 
create a single internal node which represents all sinks; 
A := every sink which is not in St; 
place each member of St in a set by itself; 
for each bucket i in the order nov,T do 
begin 
for each s on Curedges[i] do begin 
let B be the current set which contains s; 
if s is the first member of B on Curedges[i] then 
create a set B’ and store a link from B to B’; 
remove s from B; 
add s to B’ 
end; 
for each set C which was split within bucket i do 
replace the internal node representing C with an internal node 
labeled i, which has as children a node for each subset of C; 
end; 
In Fig. 7, we assume that there are seven sinks of CL; each consists of a single 
vertex, and is given a label from s1 to s7. Vertices novl and nov2 are not descen- 
dants of v. la and lb are contained in node 1 of Gi, similarly 2a and 2b are in 
node 2, while 3a and 3b are in node 3. We assume that the topological sort T is 
I, 2,3. Initially, all sinks are placed in a single set. The vertices which are not descen- 
dants of v are used first to partition this set; here novl separates 6 from the other 
sinks, while nov2 separates 7 from sr through s5, giving the top level split shown 
in the tree of Fig. 7. la separates s4 and s5 from s1 through s3, and lb separates 4 
from ss. 2a separates 1 and s2 from s3, - 2b makes no further divisions. Finally, 3a 
separates 1 from s2, which gives the final companion tree. 
The companion tree was set up in order to be able to find components which con- 
tain a free companion of a sink node quickly. The only component which can 
become free or unfree when i is visited is the component Forced(i), since all other 
compontnts are consistent with respect o i. For each internal node x of the compa- 
nion tree we have a single set that consists of all components which contain a free 
companion of a descendant of x at this time. For each node z which is labeled with 
i in the companion tree, we find the free components which have sinks which are 
descendants of z. Since the free components do not change with the exception of 
Forced(i), we take the union of free components in each child of z which are not 
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part of Forced(i). We add Forced(i) to its free component set if and only if 
Forced(i) is a module. 
Using the companion tree, we can always find the set of free companions of 
Forced(i) efficiently. We now need to describe our representation scheme used when 
a module is found, and the eventual transformation of this into a substitution 
decomposition tree. 
Each time a module is found, we add an internal vertex for a tree representation. 
The children of the new vertex are all the sets which are part of the module; some 
of these are vertices of G, others are internal vertices which represent previously 
discovered modules. The result is almost equal to the substitution decomposition 
tree. The only differerrces are that internal nodes are not labeled as series, parallel 
or neighborhood module, and that series and parallel nodes may have nodes of the 
same type as children, which are compressed to a single node in the substitution 
decomposition tree. 
For each internal node i, we construct a graph Gi with one vertex for each child 
of i, and an edge between two children if and only if the two children are completely 
connected (since each child is a module, any pair of children is either completely 
connected or completely disconnected). The total number of vertices in all graphs 
of the form Gi is O(n), since each node appears once in such a graph. The total 
number of edges in all such graphs is O(m) since, each edge in a graph Gi cor- 
responds to an edge of G which is not used again in any other Gi. By being careful 
(this can be done by renumbering vertices and sorting adjacency lists), all graphs of 
the form Gi can be constructed in O(n + m) time. There are algorithms to test for 
both connectivity and complement connectivity in a graph in O(n +m) time; 
therefore, running these algorithms on all the graphs of the form Gi can be done 
in O(n + m) time. tt is easy to show that the module corresponding to node i is con- 
nected (complement connected) if and only if Gi is connected (complement con- 
nected), so all nodes can be labeled as series, neighborhood, or parallel in O(n + mj 
time. After this, it is not difficult to compress eries and parallel nodes which. are 
the same type as their parent during a tree traversal, and the result is the substitution 
decomposition tree for G. 
Fig. 8. 
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Example 
In this section, we go through a small example of the substitution decomposition 
algorithm. The graph being decomposed is shown in Fig. 8, and a P4-tree for this 
graph is shown in Fig. 9. Each internal node also has a letter associated with the 
node (in parentheses), so that we can talk about the P4-tree more easily. 
We traverse the P4-tree in postorder. We first encounter the internal node labeled 
(a); the only possible nontrivial submodule of (a) is ( 1,2,3,4). We construct he lists 
Adj(a) = 0, Disagree(a) =5,6,7,8; since the Disagree list includes vertices which are 
not descendants of this node, { 1,2,3,4) is not a module. The next internal node is 
(b). Disagree(b)= 10,13,15,16,17,18,19,20, and Adi(b)=3; again, we find no non- 
trivial submodules. Adj(c) = 0, Disagree(c) = 6,21, so c contains no nontrivial sub- 
modules. For node (f), Disagree(f) = 0, Adj(f) = 8,16, so the descendants of node (f) 
form a module. We will not go through the details of the algorithm for the nodes 
(d) and (e), since node (h) provides a better example of the algorithm for type 0 or 
1 nodes. Disagree(e) = 0, Adj(e) = 8,16, so the descendants of (e) form a module. 
Disagree(d) = 0, Adj(d) = 8, so the descendants of (d) form a module. We now con- 
sider node (h). The graph Gth) is shown in Fig. 10. 
In G;h,, b and c are compressed to a single node. Disagree(bc) =10,13,15,16, 
17,18,19,20,6,21,3 (in the algorithm 6 is on the Disagree list at this time, even 
a-b < 
T 
c -21 
Ad 
\ 
Fig. 10. 
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though 6 is in the set). One topological sort T of G;,,, is a, bc, 13, d, 21. The compa- 
nion tree for this graph is very simple; there is a t-cat labeled bc, and d, 13, and 21 
are children of the root. We traverse the nodes in tne reverse order of their position 
in T. For i = 21, d, and 13, Forced(i) = i, and there are no companions of i, so there 
is no extra work to do. Forced(bc) contains bc, d, 13, and 21; these are merged into 
a single node. The initial Disagree list for this node contains the concatenation of 
the disagree lists for the children, as well as vertices from various Adj lists, and is 
initially set to 10,13,15,16,17,18,19,20,6,21,3,8,8,11. We traverse this list until we 
find a vertex which is not in the set; in this case, the list becomes empty, so the set 
is a module. Forced(a) contains the entire graph, and is eventually declared a 
module. We now have the graph of Fig. f 1, where the internal nocies are not labeled 
as to module type. We have given the internal nodes letters to distinguish them. 
We then label each internal node as being connected or not connected, comple- 
ment connected or not complement connected. Node e becomes a neighborhood 
node, d is a parallel node, c is a series node, b and a are neighborhood nodes, and 
the result is the substitution decomposition tree for G. 
Further research 
I believe that &-trees will be an effective data structure for solving a number of 
other problems linked to the substitution decomposition. Current work involves us- 
ing &trees in the transitive orientation and permutation graph recognition pro- 
blems. For this purpose, it might be useful to define a variant of &trees called a 
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Pi-tree. In this variant, the set E is divided into a number of subsets, so that each 
subset has exactly the same relationships to a, b, c, and d. This variant may 
prove useful in future work; for example, a transitive orientation of the P4 
(a, b), (b, c), (c, d) implies a unique transitive orientation of edges between di?ferent 
children of s in the Pi-tree. The algorithm described in this paper can be modified 
to produce a Pi-tree for G in O(n +/II) time. it remains to be seen whether the 
a(m, II) factor can be removed from this algorithm to get a linear time result. 
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